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Plan – weeks 2 – 5  

 How to represent (language) data 
in a mathematical model.

 Vector space models.

 Representing

 Documents (today)

 Words (week 5)

 Vector-based machine learning 

 Classification (week 3)

 Clustering (week 4)
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Lectures 2-5



Today
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 Lexical semantics

 Word-context matrices

 Word embeddings with dense vectors

 As time permits: Recap: k-means clustering



Disclaimer

 I am only a substitute teacher for Erik Velldal

 The slides will be a mixture

 Erik's slides from last year

 My slides from IN3050 and IN4080

 Some new slides (like this one)
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Limitations of BoW models
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Lexical semantics
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Look into the dictionary 
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Pronunciation:

 

 

 

 

pepper, n.
  Brit.  /ˈpɛpə/ , U.S.  /ˈpɛpər/

Forms:  OE peopor  (rare), OE pipcer  (transmission error), OE pipor , OE pipur  (rare ...

Frequency ( in cur rent use) :  

Etymology:  A borrowing from Latin. Etymon: Latin piper .

< classical Latin piper , a loanword < Indo-Aryan (as is ancient Greek πέπερι ); compare Sanskrit ...

 I . The spice or the plant.
 1.

 a. A hot pungent spice derived from the prepared fruits (peppercorns) of

the pepper plant, Piper  nigrum (see sense 2a), used from early times to

season food, either whole or ground to powder (often in association with

salt). Also (locally, chiefly with distinguishing word): a similar spice

derived from the fruits of certain other species of the genus Piper ; the

fruits themselves.
The ground spice from Piper  nigrum comes in two forms, the more pungent black pepper , produced

from black peppercorns, and the milder white pepper , produced from white peppercorns: see BLACK

adj. and n. Special uses 5a, PEPPERCORN n. 1a, and WHITE adj. and n.  Special uses 7b(a).

 

cubeb, mignonette pepper , etc.: see the first element.

 b. With distinguishing word: any of certain other pungent spices derived

from plants of other families, esp. ones used as seasonings.
Cayenne, Jamaica pepper , etc.: see the first element.

 2.

 a. The plant Piper  nigrum (family Piperaceae), a climbing shrub

indigenous to South Asia and also cultivated elsewhere in the tropics,

which has alternate stalked entire leaves, with pendulous spikes of small

green flowers opposite the leaves, succeeded by small berries turning red

when ripe. Also more widely: any plant of the genus Piper  or the family

Piperaceae.

 b. Usu. with distinguishing word: any of numerous plants of other

families having hot pungent fruits or leaves which resemble pepper ( 1a)

in taste and in some cases are used as a substitute for it.
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betel-, malagueta, wall pepper , etc.: see the first element. See also WATER PEPPER n. 1.

 c. U.S. The California pepper tree, Schinus molle. Cf. PEPPER TREE n. 3.

 3. Any of various forms of capsicum, esp. Capsicum annuum var.

annuum. Originally (chiefly with distinguishing word): any variety of the

C. annuum Longum group, with elongated fruits having a hot, pungent

taste, the source of cayenne, chilli powder, paprika, etc., or of the

perennial C. frutescens, the source of Tabasco sauce. Now frequently

(more fully sweet pepper ): any variety of the C. annuum Grossum

group, with large, bell-shaped or apple-shaped, mild-flavoured fruits,

usually ripening to red, orange, or yellow and eaten raw in salads or

cooked as a vegetable. Also: the fruit of any of these capsicums.
Sweet peppers are often used in their green immature state (more fully green pepper ), but some

new varieties remain green when ripe.

 

bell-, bird-, cher ry-, pod-, red pepper , etc.: see the first element. See also CHILLI n. 1, PIMENTO n. 2, etc.

 I I . Extended uses.
 4.

 a. Phrases. to have pepper  in the nose: to behave superciliously or

contemptuously. to take pepper  in the nose, to snuff pepper : to

take offence, become angry. Now arch.

 b. In other allusive and proverbial contexts, chiefly with reference to the

biting, pungent, inflaming, or stimulating qualities of pepper.

†c. slang. Rough treatment; a severe beating, esp. one inflicted during a

boxing match. Cf. Pepper  Alley n. at Compounds 2, PEPPER v. 3. Obs.

 5. Short for PEPPERPOT n. 1a.

 6. colloq. A rapid rate of turning the rope in a game of skipping. Also:

skipping at such a rate.
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senselemma
definition

• A word with several senses is called 

polysemous

• If two different words look and sound 

the same, they are called homonyms

• How to tell: one word or several?

• Common origin

• But not waterproof/easy to see



Relations between senses
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Term Definition Examples



Relations between senses
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Term Definition Examples

Synonymy Have the same meaning in all(?)/some(?) contexts sofa-couch, bus-coach

big-large



Relations between senses
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Term Definition Examples

Synonymy Have the same meaning in all(?)/some(?) contexts sofa-couch, bus-coach

big-large

Antonym Opposites with respect to a feature of meaning true-false, strong-weak, up-

down



Relations between senses
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Term Definition Examples

Synonymy Have the same meaning in all(?)/some(?) contexts sofa-couch, bus-coach

big-large

Antonym Opposites with respect to a feature of meaning true-false, strong-weak, up-

down

Hyponym-hypernym The <hyponym> is a type-of the <hypernym> roseflower, cowanimal,

carvehicle



Relations between senses
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Term Definition Examples

Synonymy Have the same meaning in all(?)/some(?) contexts sofa-couch, bus-coach

big-large

Antonym Opposites with respect to a feature of meaning true-false, strong-weak, up-

down

Hyponym-hypernym The <hyponym> is a type-of the <hypernym> roseflower, cowanimal,

carvehicle

Similarity cow-horse

boy-girl



Relations between senses
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Term Definition Examples

Synonymy Have the same meaning in all(?)/some(?) contexts sofa-couch, bus-coach

big-large

Antonym Opposites with respect to a feature of meaning true-false, strong-weak, up-

down

Hyponym-hypernym The <hyponym> is a type-of the <hypernym> roseflower, cowanimal,

carvehicle

Similarity cow-horse

boy-girl

Related money-bank

fish-water
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Resources for lexical semantics: WordNet

 https://wordnet.princeton.edu

 To each word:

 One or more synsets

20

 Relations between the synsets

lounge
sofa, couch, lounge

lounge, waiting room, 

waiting area

couch couch (psych. bench)

couch (coat of paint)

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/


What does ongchoi mean?

 Suppose you see these sentences:

 Ong choi is delicious sautéed with 
garlic. 

 Ong choi is superb over rice

 Ong choi leaves with salty sauces

 And you've also seen these:

 …spinach sautéed with garlic over rice

 Chard stems and leaves are delicious

 Collard greens and other salty leafy 
greens

 Conclusion: Ongchoi is a leafy green 
like spinach, chard, or collard greens
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Similar
22

ong choi

spinach

delicious

sautéed with garlic

over rice

Related

Similar

(first-order association, 

syntagmatic)

(second-order 

association, 

paradigmatic)



The distributional hypothesis

 Words that occur in similar contexts have similar meanings

 Comparing meanings reduces to comparing contexts
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The distributional hypothesis

 Words that occur in similar 

contexts have similar meanings

 Comparing meanings reduces 

to comparing contexts
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Word-context Matrices
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Remember? Term-document matrix

 Example of a co-occurrence matrix

 More specifically, 
a 𝑚 × 𝑛 term-document matrix

 𝑚 terms, 𝑛 documents

 Count the number of occurrences 
of the terms in each document

 Each column represent a document

 Each row represents a term (word, 
feature)

 With 4 key words each document is 
represented as a 4-d vector

 (We could use any set of key words)
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Vector repr. of words 1: A vector of documents

battle is "the kind of word that occurs in Julius Caesar and Henry V"

fool is "the kind of word that occurs  in comedies, especially Twelfth Night"



Vector repr. of words 2: Word-context matrix

 Two words are similar in meaning if their context vectors are similar

aardvark computer data pinch result sugar …

apricot 0 0 0 1 0 1

pineapple 0 0 0 1 0 1

digital 0 2 1 0 1 0

information 0 1 6 0 4 0
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Word-context, or term-term, matrix

 Objects: a set of documents, D

 Features: a set of terms, 

 𝑇 = 𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑛

 Each document 𝑑 is identified with 
a vector

 𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑛
 where 𝑣𝑖is calculated from the 

frequency of 𝑡𝑖 in 𝑑.

 Objects: a vocabulary of words, V

 Features: a set of words, 

 𝐶 = 𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑛

 A set of texts, T

 A definition of the context of an occurrence of 
w in T

 Each word 𝑤 in V is identified with a vector

 𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑛

 where 𝑣𝑖 is calculated from the frequency of 𝑐𝑖
in all the contexts of 𝑤 in T

31

Document-term matrix Word-context matrix



Similarities and differences

 C=V, or C is smaller set of the 
most frequent terms

 To avoid too large repr.

 Context, alternatives:

 A sentence

 A window of k tokens on each side

 A document

 Defined by grammatical relations 
(after parsing)

 Objects: a vocabulary of words, V

 Features: a set of words, 

 𝐶 = 𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑛

 A set of texts, T

 A definition of the context of an occurrence of 
w in T

 Each word 𝑤 in V is identified with a vector

 𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑛

 where 𝑣𝑖 is calculated from the frequency of 𝑐𝑖
in all the contexts of 𝑤 in T
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Comments Word-context matrix



What is a context?
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So-far

 A word 𝑤 can be represented 
by a context vector 𝑣𝑤 where 
position 𝑗in the vector reflects 
the frequency of occurrences of 

𝑤𝑗 with 𝑤.

 Can be used for 

 studying similarities between 
words.

 document similarities

 But the vectors are sparse

 Long: 20-50,000

 Many entries are 0

 Even though car and automobile
get similar vectors, because 
both co-occur with e.g., drive,
in the vector for drive there is 
no connection between the car
element and the automobile
element.
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Word embeddings with dense vectors
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Dense vectors

 Shorter vectors.

 (length 50-1000)

 ``low-dimensional’’ space

 Dense (most elements are not 0)

 Intuitions:

 Similar words should have similar 
vectors.

 Words that occur in similar contexts 
should be similar.

 Generalize better than sparse 
vectors.

 Input for deep learning

 Fewer weights (or other weights)

 Capture semantic similarities 
better.

 Better for sequence modelling:

 Language models, etc.

36

How? Properties
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Word embeddings

 In current LT: Each word is 

represented as a vector of 

reals

 Words are more or less similar

 A word can be similar to one 

word in some dimensions and 

other words in other dimensions
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Figure from

https://medium.com/@jayeshbahire

https://medium.com/@jayeshbahire


From J&M 
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From J&M 

slides



Analogy: Embeddings capture relational meaning!

vector(‘king’) - vector(‘man’) + vector(‘woman’)  ≈ vector(‘queen’)

vector(‘Paris’) - vector(‘France’) + vector(‘Italy’) ≈ vector(‘Rome’)

41

From J&M 

slides



Demo

 http://vectors.nlpl.eu/explore/embeddings/en/
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http://vectors.nlpl.eu/explore/embeddings/en/
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Use of embeddings
44

 Embeddings are used as representations for words as input in all kinds 

of NLP tasks using deep learning:

 Text classification

 Language models

 Named-entity recognition

 Machine translation 

 etc.



Where do word embeddings come from?
45

 Basic idea:

 A predication task

 Train a machine learner to perform the task

 Use some parts (weights) of the trained ML model as representations

 Simplest form: a bigram language model:

 For a given word 𝑤𝑖−1, try to predict the next word 𝑤𝑖

 i.e. try to estimate 𝑃 𝑤𝑖| 𝑤𝑖−1

 No need for hand-labeled data; use running text

 "Self-supervision"



Model
46

From J&M 3.ed. 2018 Ch. 16



Embeddings from a language model 
47

 Decide the dim, d, of the 

embedding typically 50-300

 The input word, 𝑤𝑡, and the output 

word, 𝑤𝑡+1, are represented as 

"one-hot-vectors"

 Fully connected layers

 Train the network to predict the 

next word

 Use the weights 𝑊|𝑉|×𝑑

(You are not supposed to be 

able to explain all of this)



Embeddings from this

 Idea: Use the weight matrix 

𝑊|𝑉|×𝑑 as embeddings, i.e.:

 Represent word 𝑗 by 

(𝑤𝑗,1, 𝑤𝑗,2, … , 𝑤𝑗,𝑑) = the 

weights that sends this word to 
the hidden layer

 Why? since similar words will 
predict more or less the same 
words, they will get similar 
embeddings

48

(You are not supposed to be 

able to explain all of this)
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Evaluation of embeddings

 Extrinsic evaluation:

 Evaluate contribution as part of an 
application

 Intrinsic evaluation:

 Evaluate against a resource

 Some datasets

 WordSim-353:

 Broader "semantic relatedness"

 SimLex-999:

 Narrower: similarity

 Manually annotated for similarity

50

Part of SimLex-999



Evaluation of embeddings on analogy tests

 Google analogy test set examples
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Bias
52

 Man is to computer programmer as woman is to homemaker.

 Different adjectives associated with:

 male and female terms

 typical black names and typical white names

 Embeddings may be used to study historical bias
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Resources

 gensim

 Easy-to-use tool for training own models

 Word2wec

 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/

 fast Text https://fasttext.cc/

 Glove https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/

 http://vectors.nlpl.eu/repository/

 Pretrained embeddings, also for Norwegian

57

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
https://fasttext.cc/
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
http://vectors.nlpl.eu/repository/


Slides from last week

Recap/remaining loose ends58



K-means clustering
59

1. Decide on the number of clusters: k

2. Choose a set of arbitrary centroids:

𝜇1, 𝜇2, … , 𝜇𝑘
3. For each item, x, in the training data, 

 find the nearest centroid 𝜇𝑖 , and assign x to class 𝐶𝑖

4. For each resulting class 𝐶𝑖, calculate and find the new centroid 𝜇𝑖.

5. Classify each item according to the new centroids

6. Repeat from 4



Why does this work? How does this work?

 The goal is a mapping 

𝛾: 𝑂 → 𝐶 = {𝐶1, 𝐶2, … , 𝐶𝑘}

 We need a tool, 𝐹, 

 to measure the performance of 𝛾

 The goal is to find a 𝛾 that 

optimizes 𝐹, in symbols 

ො𝛾 = argmax
𝛾

𝐹(𝛾)

 𝐹 is called an objective function

 Several possible objectives:

 High similarity (=small distance) 

within the clusters (intra-cluster)

 Low similarity (high distance) 

between the clusters (inter-

clusters)
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Within cluster sum of squares (intra-cluster)

 For each cluster consider the sum 
of square distances: 

𝑆𝑆𝑖 = 

𝑥𝑗∈𝐶𝑖

𝑥𝑗 − 𝜇𝑖
2

 Sum over all classes 

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑆 =

𝑖=1

𝑘

𝑆𝑆𝑖

 To optimize 𝐹, is to find the 𝛾 that 
yields the smallest 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑆
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Applied to k-means

 For each iteration: 

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖+1 ≤ 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖
 Because:

 Given a class, 𝐶𝑖, the 

recalculated centroid is the 

unique point in space that 

minimizes 𝑆𝑆𝑖
 If an item is moved from one 

class to another, its centroid-

distance decreases

 Possible stopping criteria:

 Fixed number of iterations

 Clusters or centroids are 

unchanged between iterations.

 Threshold on the decrease of the 

objective function (absolute or 

relative to previous iteration)
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Properties of k-means

 The time complexity is linear, 

𝑂(𝑘𝑛)

 Guaranteed to converge, but 

not to find the global optimal 

solution:

 Depends on choice of initial 

centroids
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Illustrating the WCSS 
64

 New assignment 

to centroids 

(=reclassification)
1

5

3

6

4

2



Comments
65

 No prescribed way to choose k.

 In particular, more k-s will always give better WCSS without being intuitively 
better.



Intrinsic evaluation of clustering

 Run k-means on the gold set 

(without the labels).

 Compare the clusters to the 

classes:

 Purity: a good cluster will have 

all members from the same class

 We can use some intra-cluster 

or inter-cluster measure, 

 E.g., WCSS to compare which 

initial choice of centroids is 

better in k-means
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With labeled gold-data Without using gold data



Extrinsic evaluation
67

 See which clustering (or lack of clustering) yields the best results in a 

larger task

 For example: two versions of a recommender system, and measure 

some of:

 User satisfaction

 How many recommended articles they read, or click on 

 Improvement in sales
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Limitations
70

 Similar underling 

assumptions as 

the Rocchio

classifier

 Assumes regions 

with the same 

diameter



Limitations
71

 Similar underling 

assumptions as the 

Rocchio classifier

 A Voronoi cell for each 

cluster, defined by the 

centroid


